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Detoils of illustration* In 

this document me/ be taHe* 

Mudied on mkroAA* 

AUTOROTATION OP COAXIAL HELICOPTERS 

by I. Grigor'yev, 

Engineer 

The behavior of coaxial helicopters in the steady autorotation regime, 

assuming correct pilot actions, is almost the same as the usual behavior 

in powered flight regimes. Pilots often use this regime for descending 

with functionable engines (the transmission having been switched off). In 

steady autorotation, forward motion along the flight path is produced by 

the projection of the helicopter's weight to the tangent to the flight 

path. And the projection of the weight to the normal to the flight path 

is equalized by the component of total lift produced by the main rotors. 

The thrust on the main rotors during autorotation results from using 

the power obtained from the airflow due to the descent. It is induced by 

the action of gravity, that is, the potential energy which a helicopter has 
when flying at an altitude. 

In contrast to horizontal flight ana in climbing when the airflow 

is incident on the rotors at a negative angle of attack (from above), in 

the autorotatior regime the airflow strikes them at a positive angle of 

attack (from below). This produces an additional change in the angles of 

attack of the blade sections and leads to a situation in which obtaining 

the same thrust at the rotors with constant rpm and flight speed means that 

the lesien collective pitch must be considerably less than In horizontal 
flight, especially in climbing. 

The main rotors can autorotate throughout the flight range. However 

in flying practice there is no necessity to execute autorotation at low and 

maximum velocities. As a rule, a major vertical descent occurs in these 

cases, which leads to complications in piloting techniques. Therefore, 
steady autorotation at low and maximum velocities is forbidden. Steady 

autorotation usually occurs in the velocity range at which vertical descent 

that is the minimum for the given helicopter is obtained. Por transition 

to the autorotation regime in this flight speed range, we must have some 

altitude reserve, which depends on flight speed. Pig. 2 shows the typical 
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KEY: A — H, meters 

B — Geometric height 

of flight 

C -- Hazardous flight 
zones 

D — Plight speed 

E — V, km/hp 

P — Pig. 1. Safe 

geometric flight 

heights as a func¬ 
tion of velocity 

appearance of the zones in which safe transition to autorotation is not 
assured for a one-engine helicopter. 

The hazardous zone at low velocities is due to the insufficient power 
available to the helicopter for a safe landing. As the load on the area 

swept by the rotors is increased, the zone becomes wider. And its upper 

bound rises, while its lower bound dips somewhat and extends to higher 

flight velocities. As the load on the swept area is reduced, the hazard¬ 

ous zone narrows. The reduction in the size of this zone is especially 

appreciable for a helicopter with two engines in the event that one of them 

malfunctions. This occurs owing to the dipping of its upper bound and the 

reduction of the dangerous velocities. The lower bound for a twin-engine 

helicopter with given disk loading remains practically unchanged. Atlow 
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altitudes and high velocities, the danger zones are formed because in the 

event of sudden engine breakdown there is insufficient time to take the 

necessary measures. But danger zones form the allowable takeoff range of 
velocities and altitudes. 

The rpra in the steady autorotation regime is regulated by the pilot, 

using the collective pitch lever. Pushing the lever down increases the rpm 
of the main rotors, and raising it reduces the rpm. It is dangerous to 

allow the rpm of the rotors to drop below a certain value, since this can 

8epa£at\ion tTOm the rotors and an inacceptably large Mach number 
‘^,tïe1blad1e8* So 1x1 the event of power plant failure, the pilot must im¬ 
mediately take measures to preserve rotor rpm. 

If the switching off of engines on a coaxial helicopter occurs at a 

ve ocity greater than that recommended for rotation, then first of all the 

fliíS a8tÍsk TÎ be PUlled pilot"ward- Thi8 leads to a reduction in the 
ght speed and to an increase in the angle of attack, which blocks a de- 

Pitche™«+ ïe T* Thfn’„aS 800n 88 the h®licopter lifts its nose, the 
piten must be vigorously feathered. 

J^t reiaember that in currently operating coaxial helicopters col¬ 
li feathering in the event of power plant failure at high velocities 
without the control stick being pulled pilot-ward does in fact preserve the 
rpm, tut still lead. to .teep diving. This not only increase. ïhealr- 

th! hofl ß+the/light Path’ but al8° the atiçai descent rate. Keeping 
the helicopter from reaching an intolerable increase in velocity will be 

™Lh,!?;.«nCe »»iftlng of th. control .tick pUot-^d cL, 

ce^tplw iting 0tA thn 0Verhang limitin« 8t°P8 (especially when forward 
centering is used. Domestic single-rotor helicopters do not dive steeply 

to »MorinSJerherine the an«le »f «abîmer placeoent la r^oed' o^g 
to Which a pitch-up moment is induced, capable of increasing the angle of 

tbe Vel0City* If the engine occiSred aH veî- 
ocity smaller than the autorotational speed, then maintaining rpm necessi- 

oJZXtllT feath,rlnS ^ r“t0rlng tha h*licopt.r to th. rac- 

tion !!¡e+Sre8e"Ce °f a flaP-regulator angle somewhat promotes the transi- 
llZ îh autorotation regime, since the drop in the rotor rpm occurring 

force^o/ÏÎ^M IT6 tUr^ed 0ff lead8 tc 8 reduction in the centrifugal ^ 
a rpmn tf îï® ÏÎade8’ a,nd this means 8,1 ^crease in the taper angle. ^As 
? }h® flap regulator reduces the angle of blade placement which 
s required to maintain the rpm. However, in the case of allowable de- 

slightly? r0t0r rPm the flaP regul8tor reducea the collective pitch only 

w Î? landinß» in coaxial helicopters there is the option of reduc- 
vertical rate of descent by using the kinetic energy of the heli¬ 

copter anu the rotating blades of the main rotors. To this end pilots 

ÎTdia*8lr Pri0r t0 touchdo^8tMe of 
attack and the collective pitch of the main rotors are sharply increased. 
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An increase in the angle of attack of the main rotors results in i rise 

not only in the rotor drag, braking the craft, but also an increase in the 

lift, which slows the vertical rate of descent. The kinetic energy of the 

helicopter which it loses during deceleration is utilized to produce these 

forces. liaising the collective pitch lever also increases rotor thrust. 
In this case, now the kinetic energy of the rotating blades is used. As 

this takes place, the rotor rpm slows down, which is not dangerous, since 
the helicopter is already on the ground at the moment of the sharp slowdown 

of the rotor rpm. Por fuller use of the kinetic energy of the blades, it 

is helpful to overspeed the main rotors within allowable limits, prior to 
increasing the pitch. 

Yaw control of coaxial helicopters designed by K. I. Kamov is executed 

by cyclic change in the pitch of the main rotors and by deflecting the rudder. 

In this case, the deflection of the pedals increases the collective pitch of 

one rotor by the angle and reduces it in the other by the same angle. 

This change in pitch results in one of the rotors becoming loaded and the 

other becoming lightened — their torsional and reactive moments are changed. 

The difference in the reactive moments that is induced turns the helicopter 

in the direction of rotation of the rotor that has the smaller torque. We 

must note that owing to the coupling between the main rotors through the 

transmission, the difference in the reactive moments of the rotors will be 

transmitted to the airframe of the coaxial cable completely not only in 
powered flight, but also in autorotation regimes*. 

Let us consider the effect of flight regimes on the difference in rotor 

reactive moments. To simplify, we will take not the difference of the reac¬ 

tive moments of the coaxial rotors when there is cyclic variation in pitch 

by the amount A <P , but the difference in torsional moments equivalent to 

angle of blade placement of a single rotor is changed by 2&<p, 
a t5!1^ed by the increa8e and by the decrease in the angle by the quantity 
A <f from the initial value. Pig. 2 gives the torques of a single rotor 

as functions of the collective pitch angle for angles of attack correspond¬ 

ing to regimes of horizontal flight, climbing, and autorotation. The same 

figure also shows the differences in torsional (reactive) moments obtained 

by changing the angles of placement by the amount 2Aq>. Prom the figure 

^oL?lear dlfferenCe 111 the tQrsional (reactive) moments depends 
strongly on the flight regime. The same change in cyclic pitch induces 

during climbing and horizontal flight a much larger difference in reactive 

moments than in the autorotation regime. In other words, the effectiveness 

f yaw control via cyclic pitch change increases with reduction in the angle 

of attack and with increase in collective pitch, and this effectiveness 

decreases with increase in angle of attack and with reduction in collective 

* 

In single-rotor helicopters, the reactive moment in regimes of un¬ 

powered flight transmitted from the main rotors to the airframe is restricted 

to the sura of moments in the drive of the various installations and the fric¬ 
tion in the transmission. 
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."«r. 1. HjMrn,Mur nytrmsu «n.nrxra n« 
fuj*j*inr pr.tuMax »um „pu iup 
frpiMii.iajimoM ujMtMtMuu watt. 
N )»»-- ptJMOtl* pranruuHui MOMtHTOt 
H» Ulllltê* „pu OTHÂUHtHUU HtittAtÚ » 
peMu.ut „„ñopa oucoTu; 
Myrt— poJHOttu ptaKTUHMux momihtoo 
M »U„T„X „pu OTKMOOtHUU HtdlIAli » 
ptKUMt lOpUJOMTtXMOlo „OMtta; 
"tut— puiuoeru p*a„ru„„ux momimtox 
"• „„„TU* „pu OTKÂOHtHUU „tâaxtll „ 
ptMUMt „„TOPOTUHUU: 
„mt„im„ui~pi .m otoku tunta. COOTttT- 
trupiouiue ptMujuM „„topa tueoru, io- 
pu jouta xittoto noAtra u atroporttfuu. 
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KEY: A Torque ( thrust) moment J 
B — M 

C — 
y-auto-) 

auto^ 
D — 0 

^auto2 

E —CD ^ 
' auto 

— Angle of total pitch 
»? 

y-climb 

y-hor 

y-autog 
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H — M 

I — M 

friß* 2. Change of yawing morne 
for different flight regimes with 
differential pitch change 

My-climb “ difference of thrust 

moments on blades when pedals 

are deflected in the climb regi 

iay-hor “ difference of thrust 

moments when pedals are deflect 

in the^horizontal flight regime 

My-auto = difference of thrust 

moments when pedals are deflect 

in the autorotation regime 

/continued on following pag^ 
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/continuation of caption to Pig. 2/ 

J — /continued^7 

y climb* ?hor> “d ^.uto = “S1'8 
corresponding to regimes of climb, 

horizontal flight, and autorotation 

t 
(D) 

(B 

r«C. J. Ifl.Urn .fH/. Hyrrmtiu MUAIMM 

or tkUlHKT* • iOpVJOHtaJIMOM lllUTt. 
I — nyrttui MoMtut. cujdaaatMui «unra.vii a foemoH- 
ru.t.Mu. noßete; 

II — nyT'Hui MOMtHt. COjduHUtMVÚ pu 
.ta«« neiHup'iui; 
III — tUM.<UUMUi nuiiuoú MU Ml Mi .. 

iammmMi ñapan «mmk 

KiSYs A — Relative yawing moment 
B — M /W w 

y y-hov 

G — Relative flight speed 

D — Pig. 3. Control yawing moment as a function of 

velocity in horizontal flight. 

I — yawing moment produced by rotors in horizontal 
flight 

II — yawing moment produced by rudders 

III — overall yawing moment in horizontal flight 

Reproduced from 
best available copy. 9 - 6 - 



The figure shows that in contrast to powered flight regimes and auto- 

rotation with large pitch, for autorotation with small pitch the increase 

in the blade placement angle results not in an increase in the torque of 

the main rotor, but in its reduction. This leads to reversal of yaw con- 

tro! of rotors for autorotation with small pitch. In reversing, the de¬ 

flection of the right pedal the moment at the rotor to the left, and vice 

versa. Studies showed that the reversal of the yaw control of main rotors 

begins to become evident as a function of the rotor rpm at different veloc- 

ties: the larger the main rotor rpm, the lower the velocity at which re¬ 
versal sets in. 

To obtain satisfactory yaw controllability during autorotation, the 
rudder -- which is coupled with cyclic rotor pitch — is actuated on a co¬ 

axial helicopter. Deflection of the rudder via pedals in forward flight 

tiv!»0+n th fcM0r°! the tai1’ ,hioh du* t0 the presence of an arm rela- 
tive to the helicopter center of gravity will turn it about. 

warn ™ effectiveness of rudder control depends actually only on the for¬ 
ward flight speed and does not depend on the flight regime. In flight 

regimes where reversal of the yaw control of the main rotors is absent, 

the control moments from rotors and control surfaces are summed up, as a 

result of which the effectiveness of yaw control is augmented. When there 

f °f T* C0ntr01 0f the ^ rotors’ the corroí moment from the 
rudder is superimposed with the opposite-signed moment from the rotors. 

IfoJèü8^ redUCing the overa11 effectiveness of yaw control. Changes 
from 1J ver8US fliSht speed are illustrated in Pigs. 3 and 4, 
from which it is clear that the overall yaw moment in autorotation is much 
less than in horizontal flight. 

tv,» SP\te °f *he fact that beginning at a certain autorotation velocity 
the reversal of the yaw control of rotors commences, the overall yaw control 

^ fllght V"*- At low velocttiea where etêady 
LÍ8 forbidden» but which can occur during the damping of velocity 

prior to landing, a reduction in yaw controllability by control surfaces is 

TZ llllli by Pil0t by increaain« tha collective pitch of t^n rotors. 
h he Can assi8t the course rotation of the craft also by side- 

stick in this^as^iT110 PÍÍChvC0ntr01 8tick* The 11,011011 of the control stick in this case induces a banking toward the side of its deflection, 

o?r^UCeS moment- The ysw moment with sideways deflec¬ 
tion of the control stick is clearly evident in autorotation. 

The presence of a rudder coupled with cyclic pitch on coaxial heli¬ 

copters permits satisfactory yaw controllability in the autorotation regime 

theeniïet ^ nS+dïrinS.,aUt0r0îati0n With 8ide wind raust be avoided since * 
!hfr,PÍ1 ï y n0tJhave enough pedal room for yaw control. If there is no 
chance of coming in for a landing against the wind, the insufficient vaw 

moments must be induced by the deflection of the control stick sideway or 
by an increase in the autorotation speed. siaeway or 
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